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Biblical Direction for Friends, Family Members,
and Those Struggling With Homosexuality
by Ron Citlau
Sometimes in our big-picture discussions about homosexuality and same-sex
marriage, we lose sight of the person in the middle of the struggle. Whether that
struggler is you or someone you care about, there are two fundamental questions that
need to be answered: How can someone with same-sex attraction be faithful to Jesus? And
how can everyone else support and encourage them in this pursuit?
With clarity and grace, author and pastor Ron Citlau will help you think through every
option the Bible offers—and what it does not. Having personally dealt with same-sex
attraction, walked with others still struggling, and pastored those with gay loved ones,
he encourages readers to think deeply and biblically about heterosexual marriage,
singleness, celibacy, and more.
Discover the remarkable gifts God provides to the same-sex-attracted Christian who
desires to faithfully follow Jesus. And learn how others can come alongside them with
love, encouragement, and grace.
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Ron Citlau graduated from the University of California, Riverside and Western
Theological Seminary. He has served in ministry positions in Southern California
and Kansas City. He is the pastor of Calvary Church in Orland Park, Illinois, part
of the Reformed Church in America.
Ron has struggled with same-sex attraction his whole life and has worked with and walked
alongside many others who have struggled with sexual brokenness, as well as equipping pastoral
leaders to serve those dealing with sexual sin. He also worked with Andrew Comiskey, producing
curriculum on sexual healing now used by Desert Stream Ministries in hundreds of churches
throughout the country. When he isn’t working, he loves to be with his wife, Amy, and their four
boys: Jack, Sawyer, Eli, and Crosby.
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